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Abstract 

In this report the effect of adaptive car structures on the crash behaviour in different crash 
scenarios is investigated. The main goal of the research is to prove that every crash scenario 
requires a different optima! setup of the car in terms of frontal stiffness. 
The research is carried out by determining the crash behaviour of the car, in termsof accel
eration responses, following from MADYMO simulations for 7 different crash scenarios. For 
minimal injury risks for the car occupants, this response should correlate as good as possible 
with optima! deceleration pulses. To achieve this optima! behaviour in each scenario, the 
frontal stiffness setup of the car will be optimised for each scenario. 
The results of the original simulations for the defined scenarios show that in all scenarios the 
behaviour could use a lot of improvements. In general can be stated that especially a high 
initia! peak and a low middle phase are missing. 
The configuration of the vehicle front is examined and from this examination foliowed some 
possible ways of optimisation of the setup: tuning the set of restraint functions in the vehicle 
front, adjusting the build-in parameters for varying stiffness of vehicle front components or 
adding some restraints with certain restraint functions to the vehicle front. From these op
tions the last one, adding restraints, is carried out. 
Point restraints are added at both the left as the right side of the vehicle front and these 
restraints are loaded with restraint functions. The object is to find the parameters of this 
function for each scenario, so that good correlation with the optima! deceleration curve is 
achieved. With the help of the simulation tool ADVISER the coordinates of the points of the 
curve are varied and a best result for each scenario is conducted. 
Analysis of these results turns out that all scenarios obtained major improvements in acceler
ation response. Five out of theseven scenarios have a high-low-high profileintheir response, 
as desired by the defined optima! curve. These improvements are confirmed by lower injury 
values in the optimised situations. 
Furthermore the variation in stiffness functions plus the fact that exchanging cars between 
scenarios never gives a better acceleration response proves the necessity of different stiffness 
setups for different crash situations. 
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Samenvatting 

In dit rapport wordt het effect van adaptieve voertuigconstructies op het botsgedrag in ver
schillende crash scenarios nagegaan. De belangrijkste doelstelling van dit onderzoek is aan 
te tonen dat elk botsscenario vraagt om een andere optimale instelling van het voertuig wat 
betreft frontale stijfheid. 
Het onderzoek is uitgevoerd door het botsgedrag van de auto te bepalen in termen van ver
snellingssignalen die volgen uit MADYMO simulaties voor 7 verschillende botssituaties. Voor 
een zo klein mogelijke kans op letsel moeten deze signalen zo goed mogelijk overeenkomen met 
de optimale deceleratie pulsen. Om dit optimale gedrag te kunnen bereiken in ieder scenario 
zal de setup van de frontale stijfheid voor elk scenario geoptimaliseerd worden. 
De resultaten van de originele simulaties van de gedefinieerde scenarios tonen aan dat het 
gedrag in alle scenario's voor verbetering vatbaar is. Over het algemeen kan gesteld worden 
dat vooral een hoge initiële piek en een lage middelste fase ontbreken. 
De configuratie van het voertuigfront van het Chrysler Neon model is onderzocht en hieruit 
volgden enkele manieren voor optimalisatie van de instellingen: afstemmen van de set restraint 
functies in het voertuigfront, aanpassen van de ingebouwde parameters voor het variëren van 
de stijfheid van componenten in het voertuigfront of het toevoegen van extra restraints met 
bijbehorende restraintfuncties in het voertuigfront. Van deze opties is de laatste, het toevoe
gen van extra restraints, uitgevoerd. 
Aan zowel de linker- als de rechterkant van het voertuig zijn point restraints toegevoegd en 
aan deze restraints worden restraintfuncties toegekend. Het doel is om voor ieder scenario 
zodanige parameters voor deze functie te vinden dat goede correlatie met de optimale deceler
atie curve wordt bereikt. Met behulp van de simulatie tool ADVISER worden de coördinaten 
van de punten van de curve gevarieerd. Voor ieder scenario volgt hieruit een beste resultaat. 
Analyse van deze resultaten laat zien dat in alle scenario's flinke verbeteringen in de accel
eratie responsie waar te nemen zijn. Vijf van de zeven scenarios hebben een hoog-laag-hoog 
profiel in de responsie, zoals ook gewenst is in de gedefinieerde optimale curve. Deze ver
beteringen zijn ook terug te vinden in de veel lagere letselwaardes in de geoptimaliseerde 
situaties. 
De variatie in stijfheidsfuncties en het feit dat het uitwisselen van de verschillende stijfheids
functies tussen de auto's in de verschillende scenario's nooit resulteert in een betere acceleratie 
responsie bewijzen bovendien de noodzaak van verschillende stijfheidsinstellingen voor ver
schillende botssituaties. 
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Chapter 1 

General introduetion 

To be able to make progress in vehicle safety, it is desirabie to research the effects of adaptive 
structures. Adaptive structures are able to adapt the stiffness of the car front, dependent on 
the kind of collision. In case of a collision with a heavyweight truck or a high-speed collision 
more energy absorption is needed then in a low-speed collision or a collision with a lighter 
vehicle. For example with the help of pre-crash sensing, the stiffness can be adjusted to the 
collision partner and the compatibility of the car can be improved. The collision speed and 
the total mass of the vehicle ( also dependent on the number of passengers and the amount 
of baggage) are also very important, because a higher speed and a larger mass means extra 
energy, which has to be absorbed within the same deformation length, so with a higher 
stiffness. 

1.1 Problem description 

In this research validated MADYMO modelsof a Chrysler Neon and a Dodge Caravan (this 
car is named Chrysler Voyager in Europe) are used. The crash behaviour of the car, in terms 
of deceleration pulse, will be determined for 7 different crash scenarios. This pulse will be 
adapted to get the optimal crash behaviour for each crash scenario. The pulse of the car 
determines the effect of the collision on the passenger(s) and with that the injury levels. This 
optimal crash pulse for a car can be realised by adapting the stiffness of the car front ( for 
example by applying stiffer elements, different use of the deformation length, transferring 
forces to the other side of the car front, etc.) 

1 



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The following crash scenarios will be used: 

1. Full width fixed barrier test of a Neon 

2. Offset deformable banier (ODB) test of a Neon 

3. Full-overlap test of 2 Neons 

4. Full-overlap test of Neon against a Caravan 

5. 40%-overlap test of 2 Neons 

6. 40%-overlap test of Neon against a Caravan 

7. Full width fixed harrier test of a Neon with extra mass 

The full width tests are performed at a collision speed of 56 km/h, the offset tests at a 
speed of 64 km/h. These scenarios are chosen to represent the most extreme situations 
within the research field of frontal car-to-car crashes. In reality a car-to-car crash can be 
placed in between these situations. 

1.2 Approach 

The research beholds a few steps, mentioned below: 

• Training in MADYMO 

• Literature search about compatibility 

• Literature search about adaptive car structures 

2 

• Perform MADYMO simulations of the 7 mentioned crash scenarios and determination 
of the crash behaviour of the car 

• Definition of a way of comparison of the tests 

• A carefullook at the MADYMO model of the Chrysler Neon 

• Definition of the way of optimisation of the vehicle front 

• Perform optimisation simulations 

• Comparison of optimisation results to results of original simulations 

• Exchange of stiffness functions to prove uniqueness of a scenario setup 

• Comparison of injury values 
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1.3 Goal of the research 

The aim of the research is to prove that every crash scenario requires a different optimal 
setup of frontal stiffness of the car. It is case to show which adaption of stiffness within the 
structure has to be made to achieve optimal behaviour. How this adaption will be realised 
in practice is not a part of this project. In the future the crash scenario can be recognised 
by pre-crash-sensing and the car can be adapted to the type of crash just before the impact 
takes place. 

1.4 Outline 

The next chapter of this report, Chapter 2, contains the literature survey. In Chapter 3 
information about the MADYMO models and the results of the original simulations is 
presented. The chapter after that, Chapter 4, deals with the setup of the optimisation of the 
vehicle front. The results of these optimisation and the results of exchange of the stiffness 
functions are described in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 all results are discussed by comparison 
of deceleration curves and injury values. The last chapter, Chapter 7, contains the 
conclusions and recommendations of this research. 



Chapter 2 

Literature survey 

To be able to perfarm realistic simulations it is necessary to have some knowledge about the 
simulation program to use and about the 2 main subjects of the research: compatibility and 
adaptive car structures. Furthermore some statistic information is included to show the 
importance of this kind of research. 

2.1 Introduetion to MADYMO 

The research for the best stiffness functions for the Neon model is clone with the help of 
simulations. For those kind of simulations, methods like finite element and multibody and 
corresponding software packages are available. Because a lot of simulations will be 
performed during this research, a low calculation time per simulation is one of the most 
important demands for the package. Full finite element simulations are very time-consuming 
and therefore not preferabie in this research. Simulations with multibody models on the 
other hand are much faster and for that reason chosen as simulation method for this 
research. Forthese multibody simulations the program MADYMO will be used. The 
MADYMO Reference Manual [6] gives the following information about the program: 
"MADYMO is a MAthematica! DYnamic MOdelling software package that provides 
salution to problems in crash engineering applications. The package includes numerical 
solvers, dummy, human and example mathematica! models applicable to the automotive 
and engineering industries." More about MADYMO itself can be found in the MADYMO 
Theory Manual [6]: "MADYMO(MAthematical DYnamic MOdel) is a computer program 
that simulates the dynamic behaviour of physical systems emphasising the analysis of 
vehicle collisions and assessing injuries sustairred by passengers. Although originally 
developed for studying occupant behaviour during car crashes, MADYMO is sufficiently 
fl.exible to analyse collisions invalving other means of transport such as trains, aeroplanes, 
motorcycles and bicycles. It also allows assessments to be made of the suitability of various 
restraint systems, including seat beits and airbags. MADYMO combines in one simulation 
program the capabilities affered by multi-body (for the simulation of the gross motion of 
systems of boclies connected by kinematica! joints) and finite element techniques (for the 
simulation of structural behaviour). A model can be created with only finite element 
models, or only multi-bodies, or both. To create a MADYMO input data file, the user first 
selects the number of multi-body systems and finite element structures to be included in the 
simulation model. For example, a simulation model can consist of one multi-body system 

5 



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE SURVEY 6 

for a dummy, one for a deformable steering column and one for a child restraint system. 
Finite element structures can be used for the driver and passenger side airbag and the knee 
bolster. For crash dummy models, standard models are available that have been already 
created by TNO Automotive. An input data file is then set up which specifies the mass 
distribution of the bodies, the connections between the boclies and the joint properties, and 
for finite element structures." 
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Figure 2.1: Principal sketch of the bulkhead concept [28] 

2.2 Compatibility 

There are a number of definitions for crash compatibility [11; 14; 19; 28]. All of them behold 
the same aspects, namely self proteetion and partner proteetion (also called aggressivity) 
infiuenced by some variables. One of the definitions is denoted by Zo bel and Schwarz [28]: 
The crash compatibility of a vehicle is a combination of self- and partner proteetion in such 
a way that optimum overall safety is achieved, regardless of in which vehicle the injuries or 
fatalities occur. The following variables were found toberelevant for frontal vehicle 
compatibility: 

• Mass 
Mass differences between the cars in the vehicle fieet are a consequence of customer 
demands. Therefore changing the mass differences of the vehicles is hardly possible. 

• Struetural interaction (containing fork effects, mismatch of structural parts, 
homogeneity of the front end) 
Geometrically, a structural fit of load paths should be created during the crash. 
Structural interaction must be ensured before high localloads on the campartment 
occur with the risk of high intrusion into the campartment 

• Deformation management ( passenger campartment and front end stiffness) 
This is covered by the bulkhead concept, shown in figure 2.1. This means a sufficiently 
high force level of the campartment to ensure survival space, a restrietion of the 
front-end resistance to force levels sustainable by the campartment resistance of the 
opponent vehicle and taking into account opponent vehicle acceleration. Also should 
this relationship be ensured up to a mass ratio of 1.6, which covers 80 to 90% of 
European car-to-car crashes.[ll; 28] 
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m 

Figure 2.2: Simple model for approximation of required self-protection force [19] 

A safety cage has the purpose of assuring self protection. A specific case of self proteetion is 
when a vehicle is subjected to loads caused by its own kinetic energy only, a property which 
is tested by harrier collisions. With a simple rnass-spring model an approximation for the 
minimal total front force can be made, see figure 2.2. 
m is the total vehicle mass 
v0 is the initial velocity in the crash test 
dmax is the maximum allowable deformation 

Eabs = Fo · dmax (2.1) 

In the ideal situation, there will be a rebound velocity of zero, and all the kinetic energy 
Ekin will be transformed into deformation energy. The following relationship is valid 

2 m·v0 
Eabs = Ekin = -

2
-

Combination of equation 2.1 and 2.2 will give 

2 m·v0 Fo=--~ 
2 · dmax 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

From this equation becomes clear that the required force ( the design force) linearly 
increases with the vehicle mass and quadratically with the initial velocity. This force is a 
minimum average force that must be supported by the loaded structure, which is the entire 
vehicle width in a full-frontal crash, but might be less than half of the vehicle width in an 
offset crash. Such a design as mentioned above will ensure structural stability and a 
constant deceleration as long as only the own kinetic energy has to be absorbed. However, 
in a real world car-to-car crash between two vehicles of dissimHar masses, theoretically the 
heavier vehicle will deform the front structure of the lighter vehicle totally before any 
deformation has started in the heavier vehicle (mass incompatibility). This because the 
compartment strengthof the lighter vehicle has to provide a total force larger then Fo. If 
this is not satisfied, theoretically the small vehicle's compartment will collapse without any 
deformation of the large vehicle. This shows one of the basic problems in vehicle front crash 
compatibility: large vehicles are designed for the same crash veloeities as small cars and 
because the deformation distance does not increase significantly with vehicle mass, the effect 
is higher design forces in larger vehicles than in smaller vehicles. 
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This problem can be solved with different approaches: 

• A higher design speed for small cars than for large cars. Disadvantage of this approach 
is a lower level of self proteetion for large vehicles. 

• Design for longer maximum deformation in larger vehicles compared to smaller vehicles 

• Design all vehicle sizes to have variabie frontal stiffness depending on crash situation 
and crash partner (More about this approachinsection 2.3) 

The campartment strength in all vehicles should be significantly higher than the maximum 
interaction forces between the vehicles in car-to-car crashes. Another problem is that there 
should be a good alignment of energy absorbing structures, because else the intended 
interaction between load paths might be missed. So geometrie compatibility is a 
precondition for stiffness compatibility. The interaction force is not only an important factor 
in energy absorption, but has also a large influence on the deceleration history of the 
passenger compartment. This deceleration history is often called the crash pulse. These 
decelerations form the boundary conditions for the restraint systems and they influence the 
occupant response and with that also the injury risk. Forces generated in the front structure 
duringa collision affect the injury risk of the car occupants, even if the passenger 
campartment stays intact. Front structures of cars are not homogeneaus and all forces 
applied to the front end are not directly transferred into the passenger compartment. The 
force exerted on a callision partner is not only determined by the stiffness of deforming 
members, but also on other factors such as the inertia of the engine. If an appropriate 
stiffness has been identified with respect to compatibility, the campartment deceleration 
might not be a function of this stiffness only.[19] 

2.3 Adaptive structures 

As frontal impacts are considered as the main souree of fatalities or serious injuries in real 
world crashes, there is need to develop the potential of future technology, particulary smart 
structures and materials. There is already clone some research in the field of smart 
structures and smart materials and some information is presented in this section. 
A proposal by Witteman [24] for adapting the structural response of the front structure is 
by means of hydraulic control systems and cables to transfer crash loads from the struck 
side to the opposite side in offset crashes. This is necessary to create a symmetrie force 
distribution in an offset crash. A principal sketch of the cable-supported longitudinal 
structure is shown in figure 2.3. 
The working principle is as following: if one longitudinal is loaded and starts deforming, the 
corresponding rod moves back to the rear and pulls the cable, which leads the crushing force 
via the cable guides directly to the other, unloaded longitudinal. This force transmission 
occurs without lossof energy. Note that if both longitudinals are loaded (in a full overlap 
crash), the cable construction has no influence on the crash behaviour. 
In an adaptation on this principle instead of crumpling longitudinals, plastically 
unconformable ones are used [25] . The longitudinals are forced to move backwarcis in a crash 
and they slide along friction pads absorbing the energy. The friction can be altered leading 
to variabie stiffness. In a crash the longitudinals slide under the occupant compartment. 
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Before the crash 
Rod 
~ 

After the crash 

Figure 2.3: Principal sketch of a cable-supported longitudinal structure [24] 

a 

b 
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Figure 2.4: Principal sketch of energy absorption (a) by a hydraulic cylinder with variabie 
restrietion or (b) by axial friction. [25] 
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The smart structure with hydrawies in order to control crash force adaptivity was also 
proposed by Jawad [13] . The superiority of hydraulic smart structures over passive 
structures is based on three fundamental charaderistics of the hydraulic smart structure: 

1. Energy absorption capacity 

11 

The ability of smart structures to use more distance available for crush, creates higher 
capacity of energy absorption than passive structures. The front hydraulic section 
absorbs a higher proportion of the impact energy leaving the backup section of the 
structure to absorb less energy and produce lower intrusion. 

2. Speed sensitivity 
The collapse load is expected to increase proportional to the square of the impact 
speed. The implication is that the impacted side in an offset crash produces higher 
resistance or collapse load than the non-impacted side. 

3. Load controllability 
The hydraulic smart structure is controlled by orifices of adjustable sizes. For 
example, a straight line orifice variation with crush deformation distance. Here an 
initial orifice size of 500mm2 is assumed, dropping down with l.0-1.3mm2 per l.Omm 
of deformation distance, depending on the choice of soft or stiff controL 

Another concept is coming from Motozawa and Kamei [27]. They did a proposal for a 
vehicle structure to optimise the vehicle deceleration. Mathematica! solutions for the 
optimum vehicle deceleration curve result in a high deceleration during the initial stage of 
the crash and a negative or low deceleration in the second stage. This proposal for an 
optimal curve is displayed in figure 2.5. The differences between the curves in this figure are 
in the control time at which the deceleration becomes at a constant level. 
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Figure 2.5: Deceleration curves as proposed by Motozawa and Kamei [27] 

In general for vehicle structures it is difficult to achieve a deceleration during the first half of 
a crash greater than the deceleration in the second half, and it is also difficult to generate 
negative deceleration. It is very difficult to generate negative load, but it is possible to 
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reduce the deceleration in the second stage of the crash, so that the vehicle deceleration 
curve can approach the mathematica! solution. Motozawa and Kamei therefore studied a 
number of methods for cantrolling the crash load. These methods are shown in figure 2.6. 

ContrOl method 

Combination of axial 
collapse and bending 

Controllable axial 
cotlapse 

Breakable lastener 

Variatien of the 
eosine component 
(geometry) 

Variatien of !he 
cross-sectional area 

Basic construction 

~ •.••.••.••.•..•..••.••.•• ••·.·•.·.·.· .. ~. a z o ,. .. 0 

• 11r ' 

Control brace 
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Figure 2.6: Methods for cantrolling the crash load (left) and the transition to bending (right) 
[27] 

The vehicle structure for generating a crash load in ordinary automobiles is a hollow 
member, such as a front side member. Axial collapse or bending deformation occurs when 
the collapse load is generated. Axial collapse causes a stable load, which is nearly constant. 
During bending deformation the load declines rapidly when the maximum load is exceeded. 
So if the transition to bending deformation can be controlled, it is possible to reduce the 
load at the desired time during the crash. A number of ways for this transition are shown in 
figure 2.6. The chosen method is aserial combination of the axial collapsecomponent and 
bending component, and with this combination a difference between the load component to 
generate axial collapse and the maximum load for the bending component is established. 
The fundamental model is a hollow member, that consists of a front zone for axial collapse 
and a center zone for bending. This concept is shown in figure 2.7. Each of the cross 
sections is set so that the deformation load of the axial collapse zone will be slightly less 
than the maximum load of the bending zone. 

Figure 2. 7: Fundamental model of a crash load control structure [27] 
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The deformation processof this fundamental model is shown in figure 2.8. 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

Figure 2.8: Deformation processof the fundamental model [27] 

In the first stage (part A of the figure) the axial collapse zone starts to deform immediately 
after the start of the crash due to its inherent stress concentration. After the axial collapse 
zone has started to deform, a nearly constant load is maintained. When the regular buckling 
deformation has proceeded through the length of the axial collapse zone, the load increases, 
eventually reaching the maximum load for the bending zone. The second stage (part B of 
the figure) starts when the maximum bending load is exceeded. The bending zone rapidly 
deforms, and the load drops to a fraction of its former level. After the bending deformation 
has been completed, the third stage is reached (part C of the figure). The load again 
increases in the final stage of the crash as the deformable memhers bottorn out. 
Another contribution to the concept of adaptive car front structures are Smart Materials. 
Smart Materials are materials that possess adaptive capabilities to external stimuli, such as 
load or environment, with an inherent intelligence. This intelligence or the adaptive 
capability of the material can be programmed by material composition, processing, defects, 
microstructure etc. The major materials within the Smart Materials group are the 
ferromagnetic shape-memory alloys, piezoelectric materials, electrostrictive and 
magnetostrictive materials and the field responsive composites. Electrorheological (ER) and 
Magnetorheological (MR) fluids belong to the class of field responsive composites and they 
have both the capacity to undergo significant, reversible and controllable transformations 
with respect to their material characteristics. Thanks to these properties they can be applied 
in energy transducers, like dampers, to extend adaptive properties. The difference between 
ER and MR fluids is mainly the type of activation. ER fluids are activated by electric fields, 
MR fluids by magnetic fields. The application of ER and MR fluids in energy transducers 
like in an advanced crushable zone offers a good prospect. Research in this field proved that 
MR fluids are the most suitable in the research for a advanced crushable zone.[lO] 
Wagstrom, Thomson and Pipkom [15] performed a study to develop a mathematica! model 
to explore and demonstrate the injury reducing potential of an adaptable frontal stiffness 
system for full frontal collisions. It consists of a rnass-spring model that is validated with 
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real crash data out of the NHTSA database [2]. This validation is shown in figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9: Maximum/residual deformation (left) and maximum acceleration in simulations 
and tests (right) [15] 

The condusion of the validation is that the model prediets the peak accelerations at the 
chosen crash veloeities with an error that is small. This suggests that the level of 
uncertainty in the model is much smaller than the difference in acceleration that was 
desired. Thus the confidence level of the model is suitable for the analysis. The adaptivity 
analysis is performed with three vehicle classes (Light, Medium and Heavy) and at three 
typical closing speeds (120 kmjh, 80 km/h and 40 km/h). A central question to consider in 
structural adaptivity is whether the optimal way of changing the frontal stiffness is by 
decreasing or increasing the internal force levels of the deforming vehicle parts. If it is 
assumed that present-day vehicles have a force-deformation curve somewhere in between a 
high and low level, an adaptive system like the one proposed in the current work would 
benefit the occupant twofold by (1) lowering acceleration levels in low severity accidents and 
(2) increasing the deformation energy absorption in high velocity impacts. Finally, the level 
of stiffness reduction proposed by the simple linear spring model is most likely difficult to 
achieve in a real structure. A reduction of more than 90% means a dramatic change of 
deformation properties and presents a challenge in terms of designing energy absorbing 
structures. A more extended description of this study is given in Appendix A. 
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2.4 Optimal curves 

The results of the simulations should be compared tosome reference curve. A heavy 
callision can be divided into three phases, ensuring minimal risk for the occupant [24] : 

1. Crash initiation phase 

15 

Sensor triggering for the belt pretensioners and the airbags must take place in this 
phase. Within a short time a velocity change that lies above the triggering value 
should be generated, so the front-end of the car should be stiff enough to ensure this. 
The accupants are not yet captured by the restraint systems, so they are not 
connected with the car. Therefore the deceleration can be high without causing 
unacceptable injury. 

2. Airbag deployment phase 
In this phase the airbags are inflated and the occupant tighten the belts while moving 
forwards with a relative velocity with respect to the car. To avoid injuries caused by 
reaching a still intlating airbag or hitting a full inflated airbag with a relative high 
velocity, these relative velocity should be sufficient low. The deceleration should be 
low. 

3. Occupant contact phase 
Occupants have hit the airbag and there is stiff contact between the occupant and the 
car. High decelerations are allowed because the accupants will not be subjected to 
further shock loads caused by contact with the interior. The deceleration should be 
substantially in the remaining time. 

From research of Brantman [7] is concluded that for optimal safety at a callision speed of 48 
km/h the first phase should last 10 to 30 ms, the second about 35 ms and the last phase 
fills up the remaining time to the total collision time of 90 ms. 
Witteman [24] uses these phases and describes such an optimal curve for other callision 
speeds, see figure 2.10. The deceleration pulse results in a minimal injury risk, basedon the 
lowest value of an overall severity index, at a 56 km/h crash during 90ms. This pulse 
determines the occupant loading and hence the injury risk for a passenger in a vehicle 
involved in an accident. An overall severity index can be a specific weighted combination of 
injury criteria, which also takes into account the relative importance of individual changes 
of these injury criteria. In [26] such an overall severity index and the way of determination 
of this optimal pulse is described extensive. 
Schram [18] evaluated the research of Witteman by performing simulations in MADYMO to 
find the optimal pulse. Just like Witteman, Schram also proposes a optimal pulse with 
high-low-high profile for a speed of 56 kmjh. Though for the crash speed of 64 km/h 
Schram proposes a constant low deceleration of about 98.1 m / s2 , where Witteman retains 
the high-low-high profile only with a higher value for the first phase. With regard to the 
three phase description earlier in this section, this constant deceleration level seems to 
'forget ' the triggering of the restraint systems and therefore it seems to be an unusable 
solution. The proposal of Schram is plotted tagether with the curves designed by Witteman 
in figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10: Optimal deceleration curves proposed by Witteman and Schram [24],[18] 
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The high-low-high profile of the curve can also be found with the application of Newton's 
second law for motion in the x-direction [25]. The mechanica! relationship among occupant, 
vehicle and seat beits can be modelled with the occupant as point mass with mass m, the 
vehicle as point mass with mass M and the seatbelt as a linear spring with coefficient k . 
This relation is illustrated in figure 2.11. 

.. 
k 

M 

Figure 2.11: Two mass, one dimension model [25] 

In this figure v0 is the initia! velocity of each point mass, Xm and X f are the coordinates for 
each point mass. F is the crash load acting on the vehicle point mass. The equation of 
motion is: 

(2.4) 

This equation gives as result that for a constant deceleration C of the vehicle the occupant 
deceleration is described by the curve in figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.12: Occupant deceleration model for conventional vehicle [25] 

To smooth the peak, the deceleration of the vehicle has to be altered. The mathematica! 
salution gives a eosine type equation for the vehicle deceleration that leadstoa smallerand 
smoother pulse for the occupant, see figure 2.13. As visible in this figure the deceleration 
curve can be divided in 3 part: high, low and moderate. 
Insection 2.3 the study of Motozawa and Kamei [13] is already mentioned. Mathematica! 
solutions for the optimum vehicle deceleration curve result in a high deceleration during the 
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Figure 2.13: Deceleration of vehicle and occupant [25] 

initial stage of the crash and a negative or low deceleration in the second stage. This 
proposal for an optimal curve is displayed in figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.14: Deceleration curves as proposed by Motozawa and Kamei 
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In general can be concluded that the concept of a high-low-high profile for the optimal 
deceleration curve is proposed by several people. Witteman's pulses are obtained by 
performing simulations and evaluating the setup with the lowest injury risk in terms of the 
lowest value for the Overall Severity Index. The shape is proven mathematically by help of 
Newton's second law for motion and by the study of Motozawa and KarneL 
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In this research the pulses defined by Willem Witteman will be used as ( optimal) reference 
pulse because 

1. the pulses correspond with the three phase theory: high initiation phase, low 
deployment phase and high contact phase 

2. the pulses are obtained practical (by way of simulations) with regard to occupant 
injuries ( OSI) 

3. the pulses are obtained analytica! by applying Newton's Law 

4. the pulses are already designed for the used collisionspeeds (56 and 64 kmjh) 

2.5 Accident statistics 

Road traffic injuries are a huge public health and development problem. Road traffic crashes 
kill worldwide 1.2 million people a year which means an average of 3242 people every day. 
Furthermore road traffic crashes injure or disable between 20 and 50 million people a year. 
This ranks road traffic crashes as the llth leading cause of death and an account of 2.1% of 
all deaths globally. If no action would occur road traffic injuries are predicted to become the 
third largest contributor to the global burden of disease by 2020 and the predicted global 
increase of road traffic deaths will be 67% in 2020.[16] 
The statistics [12] below show also that most people get killed by frontal car crashes and 
that 43% of car-to-car crashes is frontal. With respect tothese car-to-car crashes can be 
seen that the number of deathly crashes of a car or other passenger vehicle with a SUV or 
piek up is increasing very fast. 
Road traffic crashes can be prevented by taking actions. Making vehicles more protective 
for occupants is one of them. Compatibility of cars and adaptive structures belong to that 
subject. These 2 things could be a help to reduce these numbers of killed and injured people. 

Crash Type Impact Direction 1980-81 1990-91 2000-01 
Car and another passenger vehicle Front 61% 53% 43% 

Si de 31% 43% 51% 
All car crashes Front 52% 53% 46% 

Si de 26% 32% 37% 
Car Car 71% 61% 43% 

SUV or pickup Car 29% 39% 57% 
Car All passenger vehicles 70% 60% 43% 

SUV or pickup All passenger vehicles 30% 40% 57% 

Table 2.1: Accident statistics [12] 
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2.6 Test procedures 

To assess the safety of accupants of a vehicle in a collision, cars are crashed into a harrier 
and onto each other to obtain the information and decelerations of the vehicle(s) . The 
harrier tests used in this investigation, the Full Width Barrier and the Offset Deformable 
Barrier, will be discussed in the following sections. 

2.6.1 Full Width Barrier 
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This test is a 56 km/h full width crash test into a rigid harrier. This rigid harrier represents 
either a rigid wallor a heavy truck. This frontal crash test is described in Federal Motor 
Vehicle Safety Standard Regulation 208 (FMVSS 208) of the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (NHTSA). In figure 2.15 a schematic representation of this test is 
shown. 
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Figure 2.15: The harrier tests: Full Width Barrier (left) and Offset Deformable Barrier (right) 
[9] 

2.6.2 Offset Deformable Barrier 

In this test a deformable harrier is used. An offset deformable harrier (ODB) test involves 
impact with only the driver's part of the vehicle. The test speed is 64 km/h. Both the 
European Economie Community (EEC) as the American Insurance Institute of Highway 
Safety (IIHS) have regulations for this 40% offset test. In an offset test is a significant 
degree of deformation, which makes it well suited to evaluate injury topassengers from such 
deformations. The deformable harrier represents in its way the opponent 's front-end in a 
frontal car-to-car collision. In figure 2.15 a schematic representation of this test is shown. 
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Standard crash scenarios 

As mentioned there are 7 different crash scenarios which have to be simulated in MADYMO. 
The Crash Safety department of TNO Automotive in Delft provided the 2 full overlap 
car-to-car and the FW harrier and ODB test scenarios. These 4 scenarios are the basis for 
all scenarios. The possible changes to the scenarios and the results of the simulations of the 
7 different crash scenarios with the Chrysler Neon are presented in this chapter. The results 
are presented by use of the acceleration signals of the sills. First the MADYMO car roodels 
will be discussed. Section 3.2 contain changes and results of the different simulations and 
the chapter is closed with a short summary of the results of all the simulations. 

3.1 MADYMO models 

The MADYMO roodels are developed by TNO Automotive [23]. TNO Automotive uses 
several Multi-body vehicles for frontal and lateral simulations. The front-ends and the side 
structures are modeled in detail to describe the actual interaction for frontal impacts. The 
rigid boclies are connected by non-linear spring and damper elements, which represent the 
stiffness behaviour. Charaderistics of these elements are derived using FE roodels and 
component test data. The occupant campartment intrusion is described using contact 
surfaces. The interior of the car is modeled including a dashboard, steering wheel, beits, 
airbag and Hybrid III 5th/50th/95th percentile dummy at the driver side. Interaction 
between the vehicles and harriers is realised with contact facets at the front . The currently 
available roodels are listed below. 

Model Class Mass [kg] Length [m] Width [m] 
Geo Metro Mini 800 3.85 1.59 
Chrysler Neon Compact 1085 4.36 1.71 
Honda Accord Medium 1395 5.06 1.90 
Ford Taurus Medium 1488 5.07 1.86 
Ford Crown Victoria Full-size 1836 5.30 1.96 
Ford Explorer suv 1971 4.81 1.87 
Dodge Caravan Midi MPV 1936 4.52 1.83 

Table 3.1: Overview of the MADYMO vehicle roodels [23] 
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The vehicle models can he used in different scenarios: 

• Frontal car-to-car collisions 

• Side impact collisions car-to-car and car-to-truck collisions 

• Ohlique frontal car-to-car collisions 

• Frontal ( ohlique/ overlap) car-to-truck collisions 

• Frontal pole impact tests 

• Frontal harrier tests: 

- Full Width (LoadCell) Barrier 

- Offset Deformahle Barrier 

- Progressive Deformahle Barrier 

- Moving Deformahle Barrier 

The vehicle models are validated using USNCAP sensor signals, videos and occupant injury 
criteria. The vehicle models are also evaluated using data ohtained from EuroNCAP tests. 
Corresponding to the non-linear crash hehaviour, the vehicle models should he used with 
caution in simulations highly deviating from these US/EuroNCAP test setups. Below 
recommendations of crash parameters are listed: 

• Initial closing speed in head-on collisions: 25-120 km/h 

• Initial frontal overlap in head-on collisions: 35-100% of the smallest vehicle 

• Initial impact angle in ohlique head-on collisions: 11-01 o'clock 

• Front-end stiffness: 75-150% of the originalloadpath stiffness 

A picture of the real car and the MADYMO model of the Chrysler Neon is shown in figure 
3.1. Figure 3.2 shows the real car and the MADYMO model of the Dodge Caravan. 

Figure 3.1: Chrysler Neon in real [20](left) and as MADYMO model (right) 

Besides the car models, also two harrier models a from TNO Automotive are used: the Full 
Width (fixed) Barrier and the Offset Deformahle Barrier. 
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Figure 3.2: Dodge Caravan in real [21] (left) and as MADYMO model (right) 

3.2 Results of the simulations 

In this section the results of the simulations with the original model of the Chrysler Neon in 
the 7 scenarios as mentioned in section 1.1 will be presented. 
The acceleration signal of the left and right hand sill is used to determine the acceleration of 
the compartment. This signal is more or less equal to the acceleration of the B-pillar. The 
average of the signals from the left and right side represent the acceleration signal of the 
vehicle center. The resulting acceleration responses are displayed in figure 3.3 and figure 3.4. 
The results of all full overlap scenarios are plotted together with the belonging optima! 
curve for 56km/h crashes and the results of all offset scenarios arealso plotted in 1 diagram 
together with the optima! curve for 64kmjh. 
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The results and possible improvements are discussed for each scenario separately. 

1. Full Width harrier test (FW) 
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The setup of this type of test is already discussed in section 2.6. In comparison with 
the optimal curve the first high peak comes much too late and the second phase is 
very far above the optimallevel. The desired high-low-high profile is certainly not 
present in this acceleration curve. It is case to realise this profile by creating a high 
peak within the first 20ms and lowering the peaks in the secoud phase. 

2. Offset Deformable Barrier test (ODB) 
The setup of this type of test is also discussed insection 2.6. No significant peak is 
present in the first phase, the secoud phase lies well around the optimal level, but in 
the third phase an enormous peak level is reached. To transfarm this ascending profile 
into a High-Low-High profile, there need to be realised a pretty high peak in the first 
phase and the very high peak in the last phase should be removed or at least lowered 
significantly. 

3. Offset Neon-Neon test (NENE40) 
Now the offset harrier is replaced by another Chrysler Neon. The crash takes place 
with an offset of 40%. The first phase showslow peak levels, followed by a high peak 
at the end of the secoud phase. In the third phase the accelerations drop to a 
moderate level. This profile needs a complete change-over. Again an initial high peak 
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has to be realised. The second phase needs a decrease, while the third phase can use a 
little increase. 

4. Full overlap Neon-Neon test (NENElOO) 
In comparison with the Full width barrier test, the barrier is replaced by another 
Chrysler Neon. The crash takes place with full overlap. The result of this simulation 
shows an ascending profile, with a too low first peak and a too high second and third 
phase. Again realising a higher first peak is a main issue and tagether with a big 
decrease in the second phase and a moderate decrease in the last phase this could lead 
to a high-low-high profile. 

5. Offset Caravan-Neon test (CANE40) 
The test is the same as the offset Neon-Neon test, but now with a Dodge Caravan 
insteadof one of the Chrysler Neon's. No real peak is visible in the first phase and the 
middle and last phase exist of a number of peaks among a level between 100 and 
150m/ s2 . Just like in all other scenariostill now the initial high peak is absent so this 
should be realised. For the second phase the is level is quite good, but the third phase 
response should be increased. 

6. Full overlap Caravan-Neon test (CANElOO) 
The same test as above, but now with full overlap instead of 40% overlap. The 
resulting curve shows a ascending profile with a not worth mentioning peak, a 
moderate second phase and a pretty good third phase. This could be improved by 
creating a high initial peak, while bringing down the response of the second phase. 

7. Full Width harrier test of a Neon with extra mass (Heavy FW) 
The meaning of this test is toto simulate a FW barrier test with a Chrysler Neon as 
heavy a a Dodge Caravan. The standard mass of a Neon is 1085kg and the mass of a 
Caravan is 1936kg, which means a difference of 851kg. With a number of simulations 
is determined that a maximum of 370kg can be added to the back part of the car in 
relation to the standard FW barrier situation to create a working simulation. This 
results in a total mass of the back part of 943kg. The total mass of the heavier Neon 
becomes 1085kg + 370kg = 1455kg. With this addition the weight of the heavier Neon 
model is between the weight of the Honda Accord model and the Ford Taurus model. 
The values for mass and inertia in the standard and changed situation are shown in 
table 7. 

Mass standard back part 573kg 
Inertia standard back part 573 764 764 0 0 0 

Mass heavier back part 943kg 
Inertia heavier back part 943 1257 1257 0 0 0 

Table 3.2: Mass and inertia values for standard and heavy back part 

The resulting curve shows a first peak that is particulary low and too late in timing, 
the second and third phase are both on about the same level. This gives the biggest 
problem in the second phase, for the third phase the difference with the optimallevel 
is not so big. To realise the desired High-Low-High profile the first peak should be 
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increased and pulled back in time for at least lüms and especially the second phase 
should be decreased a lot. 

3.3 Summary 
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From these results can be concluded that in the first phase all signals are way below the 
level of the optimal curve, but in the second phase it is just opposite. There the acceleration 
levels are 2 (Neon- ODB) toeven more than 5 (Neon- Caravan, 40% overlap) times higher 
than the optimal curve is proposing. In the third phase the overshoot is maximal 100%. So 
in general, the optimisation should be concentrated on realising a initial high peak and 
lowering the second phase to be able to create a High-Low-High profile for each scenario. 
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Optimisation setup 

The optimisation in this research beholds the optimisation of the frontal stiffness of the car 
in such a way that the acceleration response shows good correlation with the chosen optimal 
pulse. Before the original Chrysler model can be optimised, some knowledge of the essential 
partsof the MADYMO model of the Chrysler Neon is required. Insection 4.1 the partly 
front model of the Chrysler Neon is described. The different parts in the model are 
connected by restraints. The first idea of optimisation contains the optimisation of the 
frontal stiffness by tuning the existing restraint functions and this is described in section 
4.2. Section 4.3 deals with the idea of the variation of the build-infactors 'shotgun_var', 
'connector_var' and 'longitudinaLvar'. The final idea for optimisation of the vehicle front is 
by adding extra restraints to the front structure of the car, see section 4.4. How the 
parameters of the stiffness functions of these extra restraints will be varied is explained in 
section 4.5. 

4.1 Partly front model of the Chrysler Neon 

To have a better look on the front model of the Neon, some parts are left out of the model 
and a partly front model remained. The complete Chrysler Neon vehicle model is reduced to 
a model with only the left and right hand side of the car body. This means that parts like 
bumper, back part , suspensions, interior, hood, engine, radiator, steering unit, and some 
other parts are left out of the model. The remairring structure, denoted as the partly front 
model of the Chrysler Neon, is shown in figure 4.1. Because the left and right side of the 
Neon have the same parts and to keep the figure orderly, each part name is only mentioned 
once. 

4.2 Optimisation of restraint functions 

The first idea of optimisation of the vehicle front is to tune the restraint functions that are 
already present within the current front structure in such a way that optimal behaviour of 
the car will be reached. The MADYMO model of the vehicle front of a Chrysler Neon 
consists of a number of multibody parts interconnected by a number of joints. The left hand 
side of the model is shown in figure 4.2. The right hand side of the model is identical to the 
left one and therefore not shown. 
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Figure 4.1: Partly front model of the Chrysler Neon 

Figure 4.2: Left hand side of the Chrysler Neon model 

4.2.1 Joints 

The joints that interconneet the multibody parts can be divided into 3 types: free joint, 
spherical joint and translational-universal joint. In figure 4.3 schematic representations of 
the 3 used types of joints are given. In the MADYMO Theory Manual [6] and Reference 
Manual [5] more specific information of all types of joints is available. 
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of a free joint (left), a spherical joint (middle) and a 
translational-universa! joint ( right) [5] 

4.2.2 Restraints 

All joints are subjected to certain restraints with corresponding load functions. Cardan 
restraints, joint restraints and point restraints are present in the front strudure. A Cardan 
restraint consists of three torsional parallel springs and dampers that conneet two bodies. 
The torques depend on the Cardan angles that describe the relative orientation of the 
corresponding restraint coordinate systems. About each axis (x, y and z) a charaderistic 
reference is defined in the way of a charaderistic load. 
A joint restraint specifies elastic, damping and friction loads in kinematic joints 
corresponding to joint degrees of freedom. For each joint degree of freedom (1 to 3) a 
charaderistic reference is defined in the way of a charaderistic load. 
The charaderistic load fundions for both the cardan restraints as the joint restraints are 
displayed in figure 4.4 
Besides the cardan and joint restraints, there are also point restraints present in the 
longitudinal. A point restraint is a combination of three orthogonal Kelvin restraints with 
constant damping coefficients parallel to the coordinate axes Xp, Yp and Zp, respectively. The 
elastic, hysteresis and damping properties can be specified independently for each of the 
coordinate axis directions. An overview of some load fundions for point restraints is 
displayed in figure 4.5. 
More specific information about all types of restraints can be found in the MADYMO 
Theory Manual [6] and Reference Manual [5]. 
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Figure 4.4: Characteristic load functions for the restraints 

4.2.3 Discussion 
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The analyse of the front model of the Neon shows that it consists of a lot of bodies, with 
corresponding joints and restraints. Optimising the front model by applying changes to the 
existing restraint functions itself would be a unfeasible job, because there are so much 
functions and parameters present in the front model that finding the optima! combination of 
functions for each scenario would be immense time-consuming. Therefore another methad 
for optimisation, called Factor Variation, will be tried. This will be presented insection 4.3 
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4.3 Factor Variation 

The next method that will be tried to get better acceleration responses is the variation of 
the factors 'shotgun_var', 'connector_var' and 'longitudinaLvar', that influence all the joints 
in these 3 parts in the front of the vehicle in one time. This is called factor variation from 
now on. 

4.3.1 Factor variation applied toNeon- FW harrier scenario 

Insection 3.2 the results of the original FW harrier simulation were shown. The peak 
accelerations in the fi.rst phase of the crash are very low and are allowed to increase with 
respect to the optimal curve. The peaks in the second phase on the other hand should 
become much lower to get close to the optimal level. To try to concentrate the high peaks in 
the tirst phase of the crash, the front will be made stiffer. This means for the variation of 
the factors that there will be simulated with factors above l.O. The chosen factors are 1.1 to 
1.5 in steps of 0.1. The resulting accelerations for the vehicle are shown in tigure 4.6 
together with the result of the original situation. 
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Figure 4.6: Accelerations of vehicle centre for different factors in moditied FW scenario 

4.3.2 Discussion 

As can be seen in tigure 4.6, the shape of the curve does not change very much. The peaks 
in the tirst phase stay at the same place and just increases with increasing factors, but the 
behaviour in the second phase does not change substantially. The aim is to change the 
shape of the curve and from these simulations seems that this is not possible by only factor 
variation. In the next section another approach will be presented. 
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4.4 Adding extra point restraints to the vehicle front 

In the same way as Francais Bronekers [8] does for the Geo Metro, some extra point 
restraints will be added to the front of the Neon. In combination with force characteristics 
for these restraints, this must lead to a deceleration curve, that looks like the 3-phase pulse, 
mentioned earlier in this report. 

4.4.1 Addit ion of the restraints 

On bath sides of the car 2 point restraints are added, one between back part and bumper 
and one between torque box and bumper. In figure 4. 7 the restraints for the left hand car 
side are illustrated, the restraints are applied at the right hand side in the same way. 

Figure 4. 7: Visualisation of the added restraints 

To these restraints a laad function is added. For bath sides the same laad function is used. 
No hysteresis model and damping are used. The first laad function that is applied is the one 
from the optimised Geo Metro model, made by Bronckers. This function is shown in figure 
4.8 and called G 1 curve from now on. 
The curve undergoes a y-scaling , because the purpose for this changes is to find out on 
which force level the stiffness function works the best for the Chrysler Neon. The curve was 
original used in the Geo Metro, a smaller and less stiff car as the Chrysler Neon, and 
therefore the force levels will be lowered. The first change is the samecurve but with 65 kN 
as maximum value insteadof 85 kN, the second changed curve has the same shape as the 
G 1 curve but all values are 25% lower and the third changed curve is the same as the second 
changed curve but with 50% lower values instead of 25%. These curves are shown in figure 
4.9. 
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The resulting deceleration curves of the application of the different load functions for the 
point restraints in the Chrysler Neon model are shown in figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.10: Resulting deceleration curves of G1 curve and variations of G1 curve 

In this figure can beseen that the 50% lower curve shows very good similarity with the 
optimal curve in the first phase and the behaviour in the second phase is also more towards 
the optimal curve than in the simulation with the original Neon without the extra point 
restraints. The G 1 curves described in this section are derived from the optimisation of the 
Geo Metro modeland just used to dosome initial test simulations with the Chrysler Neon. 
The next step is an attempt to optimise the load functions for the extra point restraints and 
this optimisation must result in an acceleration curve that approaches the optimal curve. 
This optimisation will be started with a parameterised variation of the stiffness function 
with the help of ADVISER and will bedescribed in the next section of this report. 
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4. 5 Parameterised variation of the vehicle front-end stiffness 

The optimisation of the load functions for the point restraints for the different scenarios will 
be performed with the tool ADVISER. First some features of ADVISER are explained, 
foliowed by the setup of the ADVISER study, consisting of the goal of this study, the 
definition of the input and the desired output and finally the criterions. 

4.5.1 About ADVISER 

ADVISER, stands for ADvance and Vltes Simulation Evaluation and Rating tool. 
ADVISER software contains three main modules. The first one is dedicated to the 
evaluation and rating of simulation models. The second one is dedicated to management 
and analysis of stochastic simulation. The third one is dedicated to data analysis 
(post-processing) and creates the ability to extract values from stochastic data. 
For the first module, evaluation and rating, the main goals may be briefly summarised as 
follows: 

• Performa global scoring of a given model basedon comparison with reference results 

• lnclude project-defined criteria to analyse and post-process the results 

• Provide the user with an automatic tool, based on a friendly user interface, that will 
help usage of the tool to become more systematic 

The main goal of the Evaluation module is to provide the user with a global mark that may 
stand for a quantitative estimation of how close a given model is from a reference. The 
original usage of such an approach was to express a global scoring in order to compare the 
results of a model (simulation) to an experimental set of results, for instanee during the 
validation processof a dummy model for which certification experimental results are known. 
By extension, this scoring procedure can be applied to the comparison of any kind of results. 
The second module covers various aspects related to stochastic analysis. The main goals 
could be resumed to: 

• Provide tools to set-up, manage and run stochastic simulations 

• Provide tools to create Stochastic data sets 

• Include a complete set of tools to assist engineers in Stochastic data analysis 

Stochastic simulations will provide the user with more knowledge about the model 
robustness and parameter sensitivity. 
The third module, stochastic post-processing, supports stochastic data analysis. The main 
goals: 

• Provide tools to gain insight in model robustness 

• Provide tools to analyse model parameter sensitivity 

• Support the user to choose those model parameters that result in the highest quality 
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Within the stochastic post-processor module offers stochastic tables for stochastic data 
extraction from data sets are offered. These tables are very close to the ones used in the 
evaluation module. The difference is that for each element, only one value is to be defined 
insteadof a comparison between two values (REF,VAL) as in the evaluation module. The 
main application of this stochastic table is to store and manage stochastic data. These data 
can be either provided by the user or colleded by the stochastic pre-processing and 
management module. The Data Mining module may be considered as a bundie of tools 
dedicated to smart post-processing of multivariate data. 
More detailed information of the different modules of ADVISER can be found in ADVISER 
User's Guide [4] and ADVISER Reference Guide [3]. 

4.5.2 Setup ADVISER study 

• Goal of the study 
Find the best stiffness charaderistic for each defined crash scenario. The best stiffness 
charaderistic must result in a deceleration curve that gives a good match with the 
optimal deceleration curve, presented in section 2.4. Fu.rthermore unique stiffness 
charaderistics should be a result of this study. This means that application of an 
optimised curve of one scenario does not mean impravement of behaviour in another 
scenano. 

• Input and variables 
The Chrysler Neon model is extended with 4 point restraints, 2 on each front side of 
the car, which have the same stiffness charaderistic as used in the G 1 model ( the 
optimised Geo Metro model, made by Francois Bronekers [8]). In the current situation 
each restraint is loaded with the same fundion. Some simulations where done with 
fundions based on the fundion used in the G 1 model. The fundion with 50% lower 
force levels is already showing good results and therefore used as start ftmction in the 
ADVISER study. From the curve can be derived that the charaderistic consists of an 
passive (force absorbing) and an active (force generating) part. This study is just to 
determine which charaderistic is needed for optimal behaviour without looking at the 
way of possible implementation of such a charaderistic in a real car. The fundion is 
displayed in figure 4.11. 
The position of the dotscan be varied to change the curve. This means that for 12 
points on each side as well the x as the y value can be varied. The point (0,0) will 
remain. The variation in x-direction (distance) is chosen to be -0.1m to +0.1m and 
the variation in y-diredion (force) is chosen to be -10 kN to +10 kN. The curve needs 
to stay mirrored in the axis x= -y, so if a value is changedat one side of the curve, 
the corresponding value on the other side of the curve will automatically change too. 
It is not possible to variate all points displayed in figure 4.11 because this would result 
in too much simulations and would be too time-consuming. Therefore the total 
number of points is reduced from 25 to 9. From these 9 points, 4 are variabie in 2 
directions ( x&y) and 2 are variabie in 1 direction ( only x). The varia ti on curve is 
displayed in 4.12. The variables and there values are written in table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.12: Variation curve 

Point Variabie Value Minimum Maximum 
1 Xeprl 0.001 0 0.10 

Yeprl 42500 32500 52500 
2 Xepr2 0.251 0.151 0.251 

Yepr2 -25000 -35000 -15000 
3 Xepr3 0.6 0.5 0.7 

Table 4.1: Start value and variation of the points of the curve 
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• Desired output 
The desired output is a deceleration curve of the car (represented by the deceleration 
curves of the sills on both si des) that matches with the optimal deceleration curve of 
the vehicle speed. One can imagine that an exact match of the acceleration signal with 
this sharp-edged curve will not be possible so there will be defined some boundaries. 
The boundary has no complete vertical parts, because it is unreal to get an infinite 
slope in the acceleration signal (which means infinite stiffness). A lower boundary is 
set to achieve that the acceleration curve should have a significant peak in the first 
phase. In figure 4.13 the curves for the crashes at 56 km/hand 64 km/hare shown. 
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(right) 
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• N urnher of scenarios 
All scenarios that are simulated in the first part of the research will also be simulated 
in this optimisation run. The FW harrier (Neon and heavy Neon) and full overlap 
(Neon-Neon and Neon-Caravan) scenarios have to be optimised towards the 56 km/h 
optimal curve. The ODB (Neon) and 40%-overlap (Neon-Neon and Neon-Caravan) 
scenarios have to be optimised towards the 64 kmjh optimal curve. 

• N urnher of simulations 
In the model 5 variables are implemented. If 3 variations per variabie are assumed, a 
simple calculation returns that 35 = 243 different simulations per scenario are needed. 

• Criterions 
The resulting curve should look more or less like the optimal curve. Therefore some 
criterions for the curve should be set: 

- Profile criterion 
In section 2.4 about the optimal deceleration curves for frontal vehicle crashes is 
stated that the optimal curve should have a High-Low-High profile. It is case to 
try to realise this shape of the curve for all scenarios. 

- Peak criterion 
The peaks of the curve should preferably lie within the following ranges: 
For 0::; t::; 15ms: Peak between 22g and 42g for the 56 km/h simulations and 
between 35g and 55g for the 64 km/h simulations 
For 15::; t::; 55ms: Peak below 19g for both callision speeds 
For t > 55ms: Peak between second phase level and 28g for both collision speeds 
As you can see in the first time period a variatien of plus or minus lOg with 
respect to the maximum level of the optimal curve by Witteman is chosen, for 
the second period a variatien of +lOg is set. For the last period this variatien 
depends on the acceleration level of the second phase. The level of the third 
phase should be above the second phase level to ensure the correct profile, even 
though the maximum variatien with respect to the third phase in Witteman's 
curve is +5g. 

For each performed simulation the maximum value of the curve is calculated in 
each of the 3 time sections. To evaluate to what extent the maxima match with 
the boundary curves, the results are criticised with the help of percentage ranges. 
In table 4.2 the ranges for the full width scenarios are shown 

Time range Full width Offset 
0- 15ms 68.75-131.25% 77.78-122.22% 
15- 55ms 0-100% 0-100% 
55- 90ms 0-100% 0-100% 

Table 4.2: Percentage ranges for the peak criterion 

- Area criterion 
To determine what kind of criterion should be set for the percentage of the curve 
that has to lie within the borders of the defined boundary, this percentage is 
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calculated for the simulation where the mentioned 50% lower curve is used. This 
curve and the optimal curve with boundary are shown in figure 4.14. 
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Figure 4.14: Acceleration curve & boundary curve 

The line of the acceleration curve is divided in a blue part (beneath the curve) 
and a red part (above the curve) . By calculating the area of the blue part and 
dividing it by the total area of the acceleration curve, the percentage is found. 
The result is that 89.9% of the generated acceleration curve lies within the 
border of the boundary curve. Because the acceleration curve of this scenario 
especially in the secoud phase does not match the optimal curve very well, a 
higher percentage should be set as criterion. There is chosen to set the criterion 
as following: at least 92.5% of the generated deceleration signalof an optimised 
scenario should lie within the borders of the defined boundaries. 

Furthermore application of a set of load functions for the restraints from one 
optimised scenario should not result in optimal behaviour of the car in another 
scenario, which means that the optimisation must result in a number of different 
stiffness characteristics for the car. 



Chapter 5 

Optimisation 

In the previous chapter the setup of the Adviser runs is discussed and in this chapter the 
results of those simulations are presented. 

5.1 Results of the first set of Adviser runs 

The first set of Adviser runs is exactly dorre in the way as explained insection 4.5.2. The 
parameterised function is applied the same on both sides of the car. The results are 
presented in this section with respect to the criterions mentioned in the Adviser study. 

5.1.1 Results peak criterion 

In the peak criterion the values of the highest peak within each phase are evaluated, 
independent of the shape of the rest of the curve The best results for each scenario are 
displayed in table 5.1. 

Scenario Result 1st part (%) Result 2nd part (%) Result 3rd part (%) 
FW 89.42 146.50 110.73 

ODB 31.90 106.75 105.72 
Neon - Neon offset 32.15 96.47 104.13 
Neon - Neon full 84.70 163.12 99.78 

Caravan- Neon offset 39.34 113.61 130.34 
Caravan - Neon full 76.32 126.21 122.81 

Heavy FW 46.31 126.96 99.88 

Table 5.1: Best result of each scenario 

Especially in the offset scenarios, the peak in the first phase is way too low. In the second 
phase little (+6.75%) to very large (+63.12%) overshoots occur. Overshoots arealso present 
in the third phase, only they are less high (between 4.13% and 30.34%). 
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5.1.2 Profile criterion 

In contradiction with the peak criterion, the profile criterion does take the shape of the 
curve into account. The goal of the criterion is to realise a High-Low-High profile in the 
acceleration response. In figure 5.1 the best results of the Adviser runs are visualised and 
the profiles of the resulting curves are discussed. 
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• Neon-FW 
High-Low-High profile of curve --+ OK. 
First phase peak can be shifted to the left, second phase peaks can be lowered and 
third phase peak is a bit too high. 

• Neon-ODB 
High-Low-High profile of curve--+ OK 

45 

Too low and too long first phase peak, second and third phase level are good, but too 
much shifted to the right. 

• Neon-Neon offset 
Constant level with high peak at the end --+ wrong 
A significant peak is missing. First phase needs to genera te a high peak. Second (low) 
phase is too long. Third phase is good in level but too late in timing. 

• Neon-Neon full 
High-Low-High profile of curve --+ OK 
If all peaks are shifted about 15 to 20ms to the left the curve would be much better. 

• Caravan-Neon offset 
Low-High-Low profile --+ wrong 
The first approx. 70ms show more ore less constant acceleration level, where an initial 
high phase is desired! A initial peak should be introduced and the pretty high peaks 
after 95ms should be removed. 

• Caravan-Neon full 
High-Low-High profile of curve--+ OK 
First peak is too long and should be more to the left in timescale, second phase is 
pretty good, third phase peak is a bit too high but timing is good. 

• Heavy Neon-FW 
High-Low-High profile --+ wrong 
Raise of peak in the first phase and removal of the peak in the last half of the second 
phase would imprave the profile more. 

In most scenarios the desired High-Low-High profile (some with good timing and height of 
the peaks, some not) is realised. All scenarios still could use improvement, especially the 
offset car-to-car scenarios that show a 'bad' profile at the moment. 
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5.1.3 Area criterion 

The calculation of the part of the acceleration curve that lies within the borders of the 
boundary curve takes place for the first 95ms of the simulation result, because the optimal 
curve is also defined for 95ms of the crash. The results are denoted in table 5.2. 

Scenario 
FW 

ODB 
NENE40 
NENElOO 
CANE40 
CANElOO 
Heavy FW 

Area% 
92.66 
95.58 
94.82 
90.49 
93.00 
91.59 
96.60 

Table 5.2: Area percentages 

The criterion stated that at least 92.5% of the generated deceleration signal of an optimised 
scenario should lie within the borders of the defined boundaries. This means that most 
scenarios meet this requirement, or, if not, come close to this value. Only, this criterion has 
the disadvantage that a total horizontal curve on a level around 19g or a curve with 
Low-High-Low profile with the highest peak around or not very far above 19g could give a 
better result than a curve with the desired High-Low-High profile that has some overshoots 
in the second and third phase. 

5.1.4 Discussion 

Purely looking at values, like clone in the peak criterion, the results does not seem to 
correlate with the defined optimal curve. The area criterion on the other hand shows very 
good results, only this criterion is not very valuable because of the total shape independence. 
The most usabie criterion is therefore the profile criterion and if you take a look at the 
profiles of the curves, you can see that most scenarios have a resulting curve with the 
desired High-Low-High profile. Further optimisation could concentrate on the realisation (if 
not yet present) or impravement of the High-Low-High profile of the acceleration response. 

5.2 Exchanging the stiffness functions 

To ensure that the best stiffness function for a scenario, only is an impravement in that 
particwar scenario or a scenario that is close to that one, a new serie of simulations will be 
performed where stiffness functions will be exchanged between some scenarios. This is 
realised by implementing the Neon model from one scenario into another scenario. The 
exchange between Caravan-Neon scenarios with aso called Bullet-Neon and the harrier and 
Neon-Neon scenarios with the Target-Neon is therefore somewhat difficult. 
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In table 5.2 is denoted which scenarios are simulated with exchanged Neon models. 

Scenario Car from scenario(!) Car from scenario(2) Car from scenario ( 3) 
FW ODB NENE40 NENElOO 

ODB FW NENE40 NENElOO 
NENE40 FW ODB NENElOO 
NENElOO FW ODB NENE40 
CANE40 NENE40 NENElOO CANElOO 

CANElOO NENE40 NENElOO CANE40 
HeavyFW ODB NENE40 NENElOO 

Table 5.3: Overview of exchanges 

For each scenario the resulting curves, tagether with the curve of the best Adviser result, 
are displayed in figure 5.2 and 5.3. 
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Figure 5.2: Results of exchanging car setups 
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• Neon-FW 
Besides the better first part for the car from the NENE40 scenario, the best Adviser 
result shows the highest peak in the first phase and the lowest response in the last 
part of the second phase and the third phase. 

• Neon-ODB 
T he best result is the only result with pretty high peaks in the first part and a dip in 
the sec011d part. In the last part the response of the ODB car is lower then from the 
FW car, the only other scenario from which the simulation was completed correctly 

• Neon-Neon offset 
There is not much difference between the various responses, only some peaks in the 
middle and last part. In this case none of the cars shows very good correlation with 
the optimal response. If the first phase of the NENE40 car response can be raised, this 
one would have the desired profile. 

• Neon-Neon full 
The only car with a better response in the second part of the curve has a much higher 
response in the last part , so that is not an improverneut with respect to the NENElOO 
car itself. 
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Figure 5.3: Results of exchanging car setups 
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• Caravan-Neon offset 
Just as in the other offset car-to-car scenario (Neon --t Neon) there is nat much 
difference between the various responses, only some higher peaks in the middle and 
last part. The CANE40 car itself has the best vision in further optimisation towards 
the optimal curve, because the realisation of an initial high peak would suffice, while 
responses of other cars in this scenario show some undesired high peaks in the middle 
and last phase. 

• Caravan-Neon full 
The exchanged cars show a higher acceleration response in the first phase, but also in 
the secoud phase. This last effect is nat desired and therefore the CANElOO behaviour 
is not improved by applying other scenario's cars. Moreover the simulations with the 
exchanged cars were not completed correctly, so the behaviour with these cars in this 
scenario is only partially visible. 

• Heavy Neon-FW 
The changes in the response that could imprave the behaviour are a higher initial 
peak and the remaval of the peak in the secoud phase. The exchanged cars can not 
meet these requirements and besides that the simulations with those cars could not be 
completed correctly, so only a part of the curve could be compared. 

5.2.1 Discussion 

Applying the cars of other scenarios to one scenario did sametimes result in a better result 
for 1 phase of the response curve, but did never led to a complete better acceleration 
response for that scenario. This proves the uniqueness of the found best stiffness 
characteristics for the added component and demonstrates the purpose of adaptive 
structures: every situation requires another optimal stiffness setup of the vehicle front end. 



Chapter 6 

Discussion of the results 

In this chapter the changes of the Neon model for the different scenarios will be discussed, 
t he best results will be compared to the original results and the injury levels will be 
compared. 

6.1 Variation curves of added restraints 

In section 4.4 is described how extra point restraints are added to the front of the Neon 
model. The variation of the parameters of the variation curves of these restraints are 
mentioned insection 4.5.2 and the results are discussed in chapter 5. In figure 6.1 the best 
variation curves are displayed. 
As visible the plots above, the variation curves for camparabie types of scenarios differ 
significantly in values. To make this more clear, in table 6.1 some stiffness values for the 
different scenarios are denoted. In the table only the st iffness value for the positive ( =right) 
part of the x-axis are shown. Because the variation curves are mirrored in the line x = -y, 
the height of the values is the same for as well the positive as the negative part of the 
x-axis, only the sign is different. 
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Figure 6. 1: Best variation curves 
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If you take the right side of the curve, it can be divided in 3 parts: 

1. An ascending straight line from point (0,0) to the highest point of the curve (part I) 

2. A deseending straight line from the highest point of the curve to the lowest point of 
the curve (part 11) 

3. An ascending part from the lowest point of the curve back to a point on the x-axis 
(part III) 

Scenario I 11 Ill 
FW/Heavy FW 513.5 -302.8 85.4 

ODB 4092.3 -277.9 84.5 
NENE40 918.9 -300.0 62.5 

NENE100 1500.5 -268.5 52.9 
CANE40 506.4 -330.3 108.6 
CANElOO 418.9 -572.5 45.6 

Table 6.1: Stiffness values in kN/m 
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The difference in variation between the stiffness values is the biggest for the first part, from 
about 420 kN/m toabout 4100 kNjm. The second part is mainly around 300 kNjm, 
except the CANE100 case withalmost 600 kN jm. In the third part more variation again, 
from about 46 toabout llOkN jm. Consiclering the fact that the resulting responses for the 
discussed variation curves do not all show the desired (optimal) high-low-high profile, but 
that they are the best salution within the chosen boundaries, it is possible to say that the 
different crash scenarios require quite different stiffness functions for the added restraint 
component. 
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6.2 Comparison of deceleration curves 

In figure 6.2 and 6.3 for each scenario the result of the original simulations and the best 
Adviser result are visualised. The global profile of each curve is shown by the horizontal 
lines in the figure. The solid lines correspond with the original result, the dashed lines with 
the best Adviser result. 

FW 
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Figure 6.2: Original and best Adviser result for each scenario (1) 

For the best Adviser result the curves and possible improvements to that curves are already 
shortly discussed insection 5.1. Now that curves are compared to the resulting curves of the 
original simulations ( discussed in chapter 3) to see the differences and possible 
improvements obtained by applying the extra restraints. 

• Neon-FW 
The shape of the curve is improved. The increase in the first phase is the major 
improvement. Tagether with decreases in the second and third phase, a high-low-high 
profile is realised. 
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Figure 6.3: Original and best Adviser result for each scenario (2) 

• Neon-ODB 
The first and last phase show impravement in the way of respectively increase and 
decrease. On the other hand the second phase response is a bit worse than before. 
Overall can be said that the profile is improved from ascending to high-low-high. 

• Neon-Neon offset 
Especially the first 70 to 75 ms show a better acceleration response. The initia! 
acceleration is increased a bit only the level is the same as in the second phase with 
the result that the curve remains too flatterred to result in a high-low-high-profile. The 
response in the last phase is a lot higher but this could be aresult of the flat response 
in the first two phases of the crash. 

• Neon-Neon full 
The profile of the curve is altered from ascending with a very high peak (> 350m/ s2) 

into a curve with the desired High-Low-High profile. Nevertheless the first and second 
phase can use a shift to get a better fit with respect to the optima! curve. 
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• Caravan-Neon offset 
The curve had a low-high-low profile with a very high peak and is turned into a curve 
with an higher initia! peak and from which the high peak in the middle phase is 
removed, only a ( too) high peak in the third phase is appeared instead. 

• Caravan-Neon full 
Just as insome other scenarios, the shape of the curve is altered from ascending to 
high-low-high. Especially the higher acceleration response in the first phase is a major 
improvement. The second phase is lowered but on the other hand the third phase 
peak is raised with more than 50m/s2 . 

• Heavy Neon-FW 
A pretty high peak is created within the first 20ms of the curve. The second part of 
the curve is lowered and also the last part shows a light decrease. A high-low-high 
profile is visible. If the first part could be raised more and the last peak in the middle 
phase could be lowered, the response would correlate better with the desired optimal 
response. 
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6.3 Comparison of injury levels 

To determine if the changes in the front of the car lead to a decrease in injury levels, the 
dummy signals are evaluated with the help of an Overall Severity Index. 

6.3.1 Overall Severity Index (OSI) 
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The used Overall Severity Index [26], from now on mentioned as OSI, uses the limit values 
of the injury criterions (Xlim), a reference value (X re!) which is the old level of an injury 
criterion in the reference situation that is used to campare with (in this case the level 
conducted from the simulation of the original scenario), and a modified value (Xmod) which 
is the new level of an injury criterion (in this case the level conducted from the best Adviser 
result). The OSI is calculated by the following formula: 

Os ((
HICmad- HICref HICref HICref ) 

I= · · ·8+ 
HICzim HIClim HICzim · TOTREP 

(
ChestGmad- ChestGref ChestGref ChestGref ) 
----------=- . . . 2+ 

ChestGzim ChestGlim ChestGzim · TOTREP 

( 
ChestDmad- ChestDref ChestDref ChestDref ) 
--------~. . . 2+ 

ChestDlim ChestDzim ChestDlim · TOTREP 

(
FemurFmad- FemurPref FemurPref FemurPref ) 
---------~. . . 1+ 

FemurF'zim FemurF'zim FemurFzim · TOTREP 
( N eckMmod - N eckMref . N eckMref . N eckMref ) . 

2
) 

N eckMzim N eckMzim N eckMzim · TOT REF 
100 

. - +100 
0.75 

where 

0 EF 
HICref ChestGref ChestDref FemurPref NeckMref 

T T R = + + + + -::-::----:-:::-:---=-
H !Glim ChestGlim ChestDzim Femur Flim N eckMzim 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

Below some short descriptions of the used injury criterions are given. In table 6.2 the limit 
values of the used injury criterions are displayed. 

HIC The Head Injury Criterion is calculated on a specific time interval around a 
deceleration peak of the dummy head to reach a maximum value 

Chest-G The peak deceleration in g of the dummy chest 
Chest-D The peak compression of the dummy chest, mostly aresult of the belt force 
Femur-F The maximallongitudinal force intheupper leg caused by the dashboard 
Neek-M The flexion bending moment of the dummy neck by forward head rotation 

Injury Criterion 
Limit value 

Table 6.2: Injury criterions and corresponding limit values 

More information about the injury criterions can be found in Appendix B and in the 
MADYMO Manuals [5; 6]. 
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6.3.2 lnjury values 

The values for the injury criterions and OSI are displayed in table 6.3. 

Scenario HIC Chest-G Chest-D Femur-F Neek-M OSI 
[-] [g] [mm] [N] [Nm] [-] 

FW original 656.03 49.02 51.06 2343 69.8 100 
best Adv 504.47 38.98 47.33 1432 43.16 59.36 

ODB original 337.76 42.72 42.44 9815 117.92 100 
best Adv 144.69 32.33 34.68 1858 126.29 50.25 

NENE40 original 347.51 50.22 45.52 3821 131.45 100 
best Adv 194.73 29.27 36.78 1037 153.53 64.10 

NENE100 original 760.09 52.17 50.76 2235 82.1 100 
best Adv 529.54 43.09 47.43 3033 42.3 39.15 

CANE40 original 362.25 54.87 48.10 3983 196.84 100 
best Adv 339.51 38.21 39.21 1474 180.70 62.22 

CANE100 original 736.34 46.55 48.34 3104 132.16 100 
best Adv 405.86 37.60 44.05 5733 70.33 20.97 

HeavyFW original 511.55 44.09 49.78 2291 41.41 100 
best Adv 374.08 38.33 47.57 1215 40.13 75.95 

Table 6.3: Injury and OSI levels 

Practically all injury criterions have lower values in the best Adviser result than in the 
original result. The few increased injury levels are displayed in italics in table 6.3. The 
Neek-M levels for ODB and NENE40 rise slightly, respectively +7% and +17%, and the 
Femur-F levels for NENE100 rise significant, respectively +36% and +85%, but they all 
remain below the limit value of the criterions. These increased values could be due to the 
restraint systems that are not adjusted to the new situation. Because the setup of the front 
of the car is changed, the setup of the restraint systems might be changed also. The 
behaviour of the airbag will influence the response of the head (including NeckM) and the 
setup of the beits could influence the forces on the legs (including FemurF). 
Overall can be seen that the OSI level is decreased (largely) for each scenario. Regarding 
that not all results lie within the defined criterions and they do not all show the 
high-low-high profile in the acceleration response plusthefact that the restraint systems are 
not optimised, this decrease is certainly a satisfying result. An explicit detail in the 
resulting OSI levels is that the scenarios with a high - low - high profile in the acceleration 
response from the best Adviser run (see section 5.1) turn out the lowest values for the OSI. 
This is another marker that a high-low-high profile in the acceleration signal will result in 
the lowest injury levels. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusions and recommendations 

7.1 Conclusions 

This section beholds the main conclusions derived from the results of the performed 
MADYMO simulations. 

• The obtained acceleration responses from the simulations with the added restraint 
component show good correlation with the desired high-low-high profile in most cases. 
Only the car-to-car offset scenarios miss this kind of shape, but they do showsome 
respectable improvements in comparison with the results of the original simulations. 

• The difference in initia! stiffness in the stiffness functions is up to almost 1000% (from 
about 400 kN jm for the CANElOO scenario to about 4000 kN jm for the ODB 
scenario), the middle phase lies around the same level and in the third phase the 
difference is up to about 140% (from 46 kN jm for the CANE100 scenariotoabout 
110 kNjm for the CANE40 scenario). This implies that a front-end with variabie 
stiffness components covering the complete stiffness range could be able to gain 
optimal vehicle behaviour in all kind of frontal crash situations. 

• Even though the restraint systems are not adapted to the new car setup, which may 
be necessary, all examined injury values show a significant decrease resulting in major 
impravement in OSI level for each scenario. 

7.2 Recommendations 

With regard to the results and conclusions from this research, some recommendations can 
be proposed: 

• Increase the number of parameters and the number of variations per parameter to 
expand the Adviser study to cover a wider area of values for the stiffness function of 
the added restraint component. 

• Adapt the restraint systems to the new situation and take a look at the dummy 
readings again. 
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• Translate the suggested stiffness functions into practice by the realisation of a 
constructive component that is able to cover the complete stiffness range as obtained 
in this research. 

• In this study only restraints are added while the rest of the car remairred unchanged. 
One of the consequences is negative force levels in the restraint stiffness functions. To 
avoid this effect which could be difficult to realise in practice, a study can be done to 
find a setup of the vehicle front where certain parts are left out to be able to apply a 
component with only positive force levels in its stiffness function. 
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Appendix A 

Mathematica} model 

W agström, Thomson and Pipkarn developed a mathematica! model to explore and 
demonstrate the injury reducing potential of an adaptable frontal stiffness system for full 
frontal collisions. Each one of two cars in a simulated crash was assumed to have a known 
mass, denoted as m1 and m2 respectively, as indicated in figure A.l. 

----•x 

Figure A.l: Mass-spring model aft er contact 

In this figure VI and v2 are the callision impact velocities, the displacements of the two 
masses were assumed to occur in one direction only and are denoted as x. Similarly, bath 
cars were assumed to have a linear frontal stiffness coefficient denoted K1 and K2. The 
combined stiffness of the springs is: 

(A. I) 

Typical values for vehicle frontal stiffness were chosen after a categorisation of the car fleet 
was made with separation at a test weight of 2000 kg. NHTSA crash test data from 
Summers [1] suggest that the initial stiffness cars can be approximated to K = lOOOkN / m if 
the test weight is less than 2000 kg and K = 2000kN /m if the test weight is 2000 kg or 
more. It should be pointed out that these values only represent the initial slope of the 
force-deformation curves, and assuming linear springs the farces are highly overestimated for 
larger measures of deflection (which is calculated from the second integral of acceleration). 
Furthermore, large vehicles such as sport utility vehicles, vans and trucks were modeled with 
the greater stiffness even if their test mass was below 2000 kg. The solid lines in figure A.2 
show how the force was assumed to depend on deflection, the dashed lines represent a 
typical behavior in real crashes. 
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Force 

Figure A.2: Stiffness coefficients 

The validation of this model is done by camparing calculations of single car to rigid barrier 
collisions to full frontal rigid barrier crash tests in the NHTSA Vehicle Crash Test Database 
[2]. The model for this validation is shown in the figure A.3 and makes clear that the model 
does not match the test results in terms of deformation, although a correct trend is 
predicted. The linear spring model generally overestimates the maximum deformation with 
an overall error of 26%. The accelerations show a better correspondence. The model will 
overestimate the maximum acceleration in some cases but underestimate it in about the 
same number of cases. This is also reflected inthefact that the overall error is about 2%. 
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On account of the linear properties of the model, the peak acceleration occurs in the end of 
the crash phase, which is after 50 to 60 ms. This is about the sametime as the maximum is 
reached in a real crash pulse, however the real crash pulse will generally last langer, since a 
larger velocity change is obtained in the model before this point in time. Another 
consequence of using a linear model is the overestimation of mean acceleration, which makes 
the model unsuitable for predicting vehicle mean acceleration. The condusion of the 
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validation is that the model prediets the peak accelerations at the chosen crash veloeities 
with an error that is small. This suggests that the level of uncertainty in the model is much 
smaller than the difference in acceleration that was desired. Thus the confidence level of the 
model is suitable for the analysis. The adaptivity analysis is performed with three vehicle 
classes (Light, Medium and heavy) and at three typical closing speeds (120 kmjh,80 km/h 
and 40 km/h). Combinations of all car classes at those 3 veloeities result in 18 simulations. 
These simulation results will be compared to the results using an adaptive deformation 
system. Assuming that all kinetic energy is transformed into deformation energy the 
following relation for the stiffness k is valid: 

(A.2) 

Here Ed is the deformation energy,Ek is the kinetic energy and Xmax is the maximum 
deformation of the vehicle. The maximum deformation is here set to 700mm for both 
vehicles, which is a feasible crush distance for most types of present-day vehicles. This 
means in practice that the frontal stiffness of each callision partner is altered according to 
figure A.4 This algorithm implies that the frontal deformation characteristics would have to 

Figure A.4: Stiffness adaptation in simulations 

be altered prior to impact, i.e. there is no stiffness adaptation during the crash. The results 
of this analysis are that running the simulations with adaptive frontal stiffness values k gives 
lower values for maximum acceleration. The greatest relative acceleration reduction is found 
at the lowest closing velocity(73% for 40 km/h compared to 43% for 80 km/hand 14% for 
120 km/h). A central question to consider in structural adaptivity is whether the optimal 
way of changing the frontal stiffness is by decreasing or increasing the internal force levels of 
the deforming vehicle parts. In this preliminary study it was assumed that adaptable 
vehicles would be weakened as they encounter a collisionpartner or object at low velocity. 
The advantage of this approach is that if the system fails to activate duringa collision, the 
occupant will have sufficient proteetion from intrusion and the passenger campartment will 
resist collapse. On the other hand, if the system has been activated and there is a sensor 
inaccuracy, this might prove devastating if the car is colliding at a substantially higher 
closing velocity. To avoid this scenario, the opposite situation is possible. This means that 
the structure is less stiff in an original state and that it is shifted into a stiffer mode as a 
severe situation approaches. For such an approach to be feasible, the less stiff mode must 
provide enough proteetion not to result in collapse of the campartment and cause dangerous 
intrusions. In the case of system malfunction, i.e. a crash at high velocity with a low 
stiffness, the occupant would have to be protected against intrusion but will be subjected to 
high acceleration. It seems that the latter approach is preferable, since vehicle occupants 
must be guaranteed a lowest level of proteetion in case of undesired system response. 
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A fully developed adaptive system could have two extreme levels, low and high.By using the 
lower stiffness level, a larger deformation would be required to accommodate for the current 
kin et ie energy. However, if the higher stiffness level is engaged, only a smaller deformation 
would be needed, leaving further capacity for extremely high impact energies. If it is 
assumed that present-day vehicles have a force-deformation curve somewhere in between the 
high and low level an adaptive system like the one proposed in the current work would 
benefit the occupant twofold by (1) lowering acceleration levels in low severity accidents and 
(2) increasing the deformation energy absorption in high velocity impacts. Finally, the level 
of stiffness reduction proposed by the simple linear spring model is most likely difficult to 
achieve in a real structure. A reduction of more than 90% means a dramatic change of 
deformation properties and presents a challenge in terms of designing energy absorbing 
structures. Future models with more detail must consider vehicle incompatibility, and ideas 
for solving this growing problem for vehicle manufacturers should be incorporated in a final 
adaptivity concept. New research models must also be able to describe structural adaptivity 
not only as a function of vehicle mass and velocity, but also depending on the front 
geometry and stiffness of crash partners. Furthermore improved models will need to include 
ways of not only cantrolling the vehicle peak acceleration, but also where this peak occurs 
and the magnitude of the mean acceleration in different stages of the crash pulse. When 
analysing the pulse shape, the inertia effects of the engine is necessary to include: the 
current design of passenger cars makes the engine inertia a problem when acceleration 
pulses are to be optimised. 
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lnjury criteria 

An injury parameter is a physical parameter or a function of several physical parameters 
that correlates well with the injury severity of the body region being examined. Many 
schemes have been proposed for ranking and quantifying injuries. Anatomical scales 
describe the injury in terms of its anatomical location, the type of injury and its relative 
severity. These scales rate the injuries instead of the results of the injuries. The most 
well-known, widely accepted anatomical scale is the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS). 
Although originally intended for impact injuries in motor vehicle accidents, the updates of 
the AIS allowits application also for other injuries such as burns and penetrating injuries. 
The AIS distinguishes the following levels of injury: 

• 0 no injury 

• 1 minor 

• 2 moderate 

• 3 serious 

• 4 severe 

• 5 critical 

• 6 maximum injury (causes death) 

• 9 unknown 

The AIS is a threat to life ranking. The numerical values have no significanee other than to 
designate order. 
An injury criterion can be defined as a biomechanica! index of exposure severity, which 
indicates the potential for impact induced injury by its magnitude. There are several 
reasons why injury criteria are developed. The search fora valid criterion improves the 
understanding of injury mechanisms and the situations in which they occur. Such a 
criterion also relates loading conditions during impacts on human bodies to certain levels of 
injuries. In experiments with animals, cadavers or dummies only forces, displacements, 
veloeities and accelerations are measured and no injuries. Injury criteria based on the data 
of these experiments or on the data of mathematica! simulations can be used for an efficient 
analysis of car safety design and optimisation. Most injury criteria are based on 
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accelerations, relative veloeities or displacements or joint constraint forces. These values 
must be requested with standard output options. Some mathematica! evaluation of a time 
history signalis necessary for most injury criteria. In the sections below, some injury 
criterions used by MADYMO are discussed. From these only the HIC and FFC criterion, 
together with some other values, are used for the calculation of injury values in section 6.3. 

B.l Head Injury Criterion 

This criterion is defined by the U.S. Government and shown in equation B.l. 

(B.l) 

In this equation TO is the starting time of the simulation, TE is the end time, R(t) is the 
resultant head acceleration in G's, measured at the head's center of gravity over the time 
interval TO ~ t ~TE, t1 and t2 are the initialand finaltimes (in seconds) of the interval 
during which the HIC attains a maximum value. A value of 1000 is specified as concussion 
toleranee level in frontal impact. The maximal time interval t2- t1 was set to 36ms. This 
time interval greatly affects the HIC calculation and has been proposed to be further 
reduced to 15ms in order to restriet the use of the HIC to hard head contact impacts. 
The HIC criterion has some limitations: 

• HIC only considers linear acceleration. Biomechanica! response of the head also 
includes angular motion, which is believed to cause injury 

• HIC is only valid for a hard contact. The time duration of impact is therefore limited 

• HIC is basedon the Wayne State Toleranee Curve (WSTC), shown in figure B.l, 
which is derived from subjects loaded in anterior-posterior direction only 

Despite these drawbacks, HIC is the most commonly used criterion for head injury in 
automotive research and is believed to be an appropriate discriminator between contact and 
non-contact impact response. 

B.2 3MS 

After the head, the thorax contains the next most critica! organs to be protected from 
injuries. The bony cage structure of the thorax consist of twelve thoracic vertebrae 
(numbered Tl to T12), the sternum and 12 pairs of ribs which form a relatively rigid and 
also flexible shell. A commonly stated human toleranee level for severe chest injury is a 
maximum linear acceleration in the center of gravity of the upper thorax of 60g, sustairred 
for 3ms or longer. So the criterion is not based on a single maximum value, but on a 
sustainable level of linear acceleration. There are 2 types of the 3MS criterion: 

• The Contiguous_3MS injury criterion 
The contiguous criterion is computed by tracing the resultant linear acceleration 
signalusinga time window of 3ms. The highest acceleration level with a duration of 
at least 3ms is called the Contiguous_3MS injury criterion. 
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Figure B.l: The Wayne State Toleranee Curve 

• The Cumulative_3MS injury criterion 
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The highest acceleration level that is exceeded duringa time interval of 3ms, which is 
not necessarily contiguous, is called the Cumulative_3MS injury criterion. 

In the results only the Contiguous_3MS criterion is used. This 3MS criterion can also be 
used for other body parts. 

B.3 Biomechanica! neck injury predietor (Nij) 

The biomechanica! neck injury predictor,Nij, is a measure of the injury due to the load 
transferred through the occipital condyles. This injury parameter combines the neck axial 
force Fz and the flexion/extension moment about the occipital condyles My. The Nij injury 
calculation is applied to joint constraint load signals. It is assumed that the coordinate 
systems of this (bracket) joint are oriented in agreement with SAE J221/1 because as axial 
force, the component of the constraint force in the joint z-direction is used, as shear force 
Fx , the component of the constraint force in the jointx-direction is used and as bending 
moment, the component of the constraint moment M~ about the joint h-axis is used. This 
bending moment is, in general, notabout the occipital condyles. The moment about the 
occipital condyles My is obtained from the following equation: 

My = M~- e · Fx (B.2) 

where e is the distance between the occipital condyle and the joint in the positive joint 
(-direction. Appropriate values for selected dummies are given in the Madymo reference 
manual. Nij is the collective name of four injury predietors corresponding to different 
combinations of axial force and bending moment: 

• tension-extension (NrE) 
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• tension-fiexion (NrF) 

• compression-extension (NeE) 

• compression-fiexion (NcF) 

The equation for the calculation of Nij is given by 

Fz My 
Nij=-+--

Fzc Myc 
(B.3) 

where Fzc and Myc are constauts that depend on the dummy and on the neck loading 
condition (compression/tension and fiexion/ extension). Only the injury predietor of the 
applicable loading condition can be greater than zero. The sum of all predietors may not 
exceed a value of one. 

B.4 Viscous lnjury Response (VC) 

The vitalorgans of the chest, the heart and large blood vessels, and the lungs are built of 
soft tissues. Other criteria, basedon acceleration of bony structures like ribs or spine, chest 
defiection or applied force do not address the injury mechanism of soft tissues at high 
velocity rates. Therefore the understanding of the mechanism of soft tissue injury is critical 
for impravement of vehicle occupant protection. In the past, research has lead to the 
knowledge that soft tissue injury is induced by rate sensitive deformation of the chest. It 
was found that some occasions of pulmonary and cardiac injuries occurred in conditions of 
high impact veloeities with very little chest deformation. The Viscous respons, denoted as 
VC, is the maximum value of a time function formed by the product of the velocity of 
deformation (V) and the instantaneous compression function ( C): 

VC =SF· max(dD(t) D(t)) 
dt SZ 

(B.4) 

In this equation D(t) is a defiection and SZ is a prescribed size (the initial torso thickness 
for frontal impacts or half the torso width for side impacts). SF is a dummy-dependent 
factor. In the simulations a Hybrid-III 50th percentile dummy is used and for this dummy 
SZ is 1.3 and SF is 0.229. A value of lm/ s is used as a reference value for human toleranee 
in blunt frontal impact to the chest. 

B.5 Combined ThoracicIndex (CTI) 

Another criterion for the thorax is the Combined Thoracic Index (CTI) . This criterion is a 
combination of the maximum chest defiection Dmax and the 3ms clip maximum value of the 
resultant upper spline acceleration Amax· CTI is calculated by equation B.5: 

CT!= (Amax) + (Dmax) 
Aint Dint 

(B.5) 

where Aint and Dint are dummy-dependent constants. For the Hybrid-III 50th percentile 
dummy Aint is 850 m/s2 and Dint is 0.102 m . 
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The CTI criterion can be coupled to percent injury probability at AIS-2+ through AIS-5+ 
injury by the following equations [22]: 

1 
AIS2 + PercentinjuryProbability = 

1 
+ e4_847_ 6_036*CTJ · 100% 

1 
AIS3 + PercentinjuryProbability = 

1 
+ e8 _224_ 7_125*CTJ · 100% 

AIS4 + PercentlnjuryProbability = 
1 

+ e9 _872~ 7. 125*CTJ · 100% 

1 
AIS5 + PercentlnjuryProbability = 

1 
+ e14_242 _ 6_589*CTJ · 100% 

FatalityPercentinjuryProbability = 
1 

+ e14_24L6.589*CTJ · 100% 

B.6 Femur Force Criterion (FFC) 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

(B.10) 

The Femur Force Criterion (FFC) is a measure of injury to the femur. lt is the compression 
force transmitted axially on each femur of the dummy as it is measured by the femur load 
cell. The FFC injury calculation is applied to the joint constraint force in the bracket joint 
located at a femur load cell. lt is assumed that the coordinate systems of this joint are 
oriented in agreement with SAE J221/1 because as axial force, the component of the 
constraint force in the joint (- direction is used. A duration curve of this time history signal 
is made. The resulting femur axial force duration curve must not exceed the values shown in 
figure B.2. 

tO 
9.C7kN @ C ms 

5 7.85 kN@ =,. 10 ms 

3+---,---,---,---.---.---,-~ 
0 1 0 20 30 40 5:l 60 70 

D·.ra:ion of loading .over gh'el for'.e (11'.a) 

Figure B.2: Femur force performance criterion 



Appendix C 

Tait-Bryan angles (Bryant angles) 

One of the phenomenons that could be responsible for incomplete, abnormally ended 
simulations is a problem with the Bryant angles. If the second Bryant angle is +~ or -~ 
the simulation will stop. The mathematica! theory behind this failure is explained in short 
in this Appendix. 
Rotations of the o:, (3, -y-type oftenare used in flight dynamics. Each rotation occurs about 
an axis whose index differs from that of all previous axes. This presentation is well-behaved 
for small values of all the rotation angles and is better suited for linearisation about small 
angles than the o:, (3, o:-type (also called Euler angles). The sequence was used by Tait in 
1869 in a search for a three-angle representation that might yield a "prettier" and more 
symmetrie form for the direction eosine matrix (A) than the classica! rotation sequence 3,1,3 
or any others of the latter type. He learned, however, that no sequence of rotations led to a 
more aesthetically pleasing form than another, so nothing came of his different 
representations. In 1911 Bryant introduced this sequence in conneetion with his study of 
aircraft stability because he needed to linearise in small angles about a steady flight, which 
was impossible using the classic Euler angles. Because of these historica! precedents, the 
angles in an o:, (3, -y-sequence are called Tait-Bryan angles. Sametimes they are referred to as 
Cardan angles. In vehicle dynamics, the Tait-Bryan angles are the angles of roll, pitch and 
yaw, although the order in which these are performed depends on the user. The roll axis is 
the forward axis of the vehicle, yaw is about the vertical axis (pointed upward or downward 
and pitch is about the remairring (lateral) axis. 

[ 

cos02cos03 cos01sin03 + sin01sin02cos03 
A 41 = -cos02sin03 cos01cos03- sin01sin02sin03 

sin82 -sin01cos02 

sin01sin03 + cos01sin82cos03] 
sin01cos03 + cos01sin02sin03 

cos01cos02 

All orientations of é are obtained when the angles have the ranges 

For small values of the angles Ba the direction eosine matrix can be linearised toward the 
form 
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Similar as the degenerated case encountered with Euler augles when e = 0, a degeneracy for 
Tait-Bryan angles occurs when 82 = 1rj2 [17]. 



Appendix D 

Visualisation of simulation end 
situations 

In this part the end situations of the simulations will be presented. For each scenario a 
picture of the original result and of the best Adviser result is displayed. It is just for the 
visual comparison of the two simulations. 

Figure D.l: Neon- FW barrier scenario 
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Figure D.2: Neon- ODB scenario 

Figure D.3: Neon - Neon offset scenario 
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Figure D.4: Neon- Neon full overlap scenario 

Figure D.5: Caravan- Neon offset scenario 
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Figure D.6: Caravan- Neon full overlap scenario 

Figure D.7: Heavy Neon- FW harrier scenario 


